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Challenge

• HEIF funding to support work with non-academic
partners to address their challenges and opportunities
presented by the Covid-19 pandemic
• How to support society's recovery from the Covid-19
pandemic?

Aims
• What are the patterns of thinking in 2020 as compared to the
previous decade?
• Unintuitive

• How these patterns of thinking are distributed in space?

About the data
• May 2020: 4,921,831 words,
• May 2010-2019: 4,101,605 words

May 12th case study
In 1937 Mass Observation called for
people from all parts of the UK to

record everything they did from
when they woke up in the
morning to when they went to
sleep at night on 12th May. The

resulting diaries provide a wonderful
glimpse into the everyday lives of people
across Britain and have become an
invaluable resource for those
researching countless aspects of the
era.

• Dear diary Today at 8:21 I woke up and the sun was shining but still I
couldn't meet my friends.i went down stairs as i ate my breakfast i looked
out the window but the sun wasn’t shining it was just like every other day it
was dark and lonely nothing alive came past it was just the wind blowing
and some bugs flying. 9:00 I started distance learning. 11:30 I went to my
back garden and played around with a ball until I got bored and went back
inside. 11:50 I opened the computer and continued learning. 2:00 I finished
all the work yay!. I went out for a jog around the park. It's around 4mins if
you run but around 14mins if you walk to the park it's really I go for a jog
every day but it's never the same as running around with your friends
playing a game of tug or something. 3:00 I was back. I was hungry and me
and my family sat and ate lunch. 3:30 I played fun online games with my
friends. We also talked on skype for a while but it wasn’t the same. 4:30 I
played board games with my family and we also played with a ball. 6:00 my
dad, my mum, my sister and I went to watch Star wars. My little sister was
too young so she went to watch a movie on the computer. 8:12 we had a
quick dinner. 8:30 I went for a bath, got dressed, brushed my teeth and
went to bed but the only thing I could think of is will I ever be able to see my
friends and family again.
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Conceptual hierarchy
SIBLING.n.01

FEMALE SIBLING.n.01
(sister, n.)

little sister, n.

big sister, n.

half sister, n.

May 2020 Covid-19 thinking

May 2020 Covid-19 concepts

Covid19
thinking

Pre-Covid19
thinking

CRIME in 2020: A new conceptual bundle

vandalize, plunder,
robber, heist, thief,
moll ‘criminal’, forfeit
criminally

criminal n./adj.
2010-2019
• record, changes, act, damage, past, police, past
2020
• negligence, neglect, government policies

ego+ criminal
• every Saturday morning I go to the mini-Tesco to buy the Guardian and
top up the basics like milk and bread. I feel like a criminal every time I
go out. I've occasionally had to queue outside shops, but not for long.
I've discovered that if I can get
• keep my face turned away. Some people don't bother. Last Tuesday, for
the first time, I wore a face mask, and felt less of a criminal - doing my
bit to stop my nasty droplets spreading. One challenge has been the
lack of Quorn pieces for our vegetarian
• or find alternatives. The bigger supermarket is a weird experience. I
haven't enjoyed it much. One feels almost criminal . I have glanced at
online shopping, but there are no slots. During the week we top up our
shopping - milk, fresh fruit & veg

Summary
• Patterns of distributed cognition
• New concepts
• Iterative analysis

Mapping changes in Brighton’s
business linguistic landscape during
the COVID-19 pandemic
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Materialisation of local & chain business
culture
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Chain and local businesses in same areas
differ
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